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1. Definitions and Notations
Let iZ]a,i be a given infinite series with the sequence of partial sums {sn}.
Let {Pn} be a sequence of positive nttmbers, and let us write :
Pn = Po + Pi ÷''̀'''+ Pn; P‑i =: P.i = O.

The sequenc.e‑to‑sequence transformation

tn= }.li..2o‑!2ttii 'ilSr (i)
defines tke sequenc,e {tn} of Ndrlund means of tlie sequence {sn}, generated by

the sequence of coeflicients {Pn}. Tlte series ]Xan is said to be sttmmable
(N, Pn) to the sum s if lim tn exists and is equal to s, and said to be absolutely

7t‑oo
summable (N, Pn), or summable IN, P,;l, lf the sequence {tn} is of bounded
variation, that is, the series ￡ltn ‑ tn‑.il is convergent.

In the special case in which

p.=(":ffIi)‑.<S̀S'Y)X., (cv>o), (2>
the N6rlund mean reduces to the familiar (C, cr) mean.

Thus the summability iN, Pnl, where Pn is defined by (2), is the same as
the summability iC, aj.

Let f(t) be a periodic function with period 2x, and integrable in the
Lebesque sense over (‑rr, rr). We assume, without any loss of generality, that
tke constant term in the Fourier series of f(t) is zero, so that

S"1.f(t)dt ‑= o, (3)
and
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j(<t) ‑‑X(an cos nt+bn sin nt) == 2] A"(t). <4)

il :1 n=pt1
We use the notation
9(t) == gx(t) =: .f<X + t) a‑ f<X ‑ t) ‑ 2.f<x).

Throughout this note, A will denote positive constants whick will not neces‑
sarily be the same at different occurrences.

2. Entrodaction
T. Singh [6] has proved tke following theorem.
Theorem A. ILf the fttnction g(t) is of bounded variation on lhe interval (O, ff)
and iLf the seqttence {Pn} is non‑increasing and convex, and satisy7es the condition

}l., Pkfe =::O(Pn) for alln>nd. 1, (s>
then the Fourier series of .f<t), at t :=: x, is summable IN, PnI.

The followiRg theorein is due to Y.Okuyama [4].
Theorem B. if the junction g(t) is of bounded variation on the interval (O, T)
and if the seqblence {pn} is f･zon‑inereasin.ff and convex, and satiskes the condition

,￡oo=,, k}sle=O( ]ili.) for all nli:; i, (6)
then the Fourier series of f(t), at t == x, is summable IAr, Pni.

Recently IVI.Izumi and S.Izumi [3] have proved the following theorein.

Theorem C. Let aiil;O and K>x be a constant. 11f the fttnction g(t>
e (log Klt)a is of bozanded variation over the interval (O, ff) and ij the seqblence

{Pn} is non‑increasing and satishes the condilion

kXO.O.. k}sfe=: O( (IO;℃,)a) for all nki; 2, (7)
then the Fourier series of .f<t>, at t == x, is summable IN, P,2I.

In the case a==:O of this theorem, we have
Theorem D. lf the fntnction op(t) is of bounbed variation over the interval
(O, z) and if the seqztence {Pn} is non‑increasing and satishes the condition

,XO..O. feiSk== O( pl.) for all nk l, (s)
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then the Fourier series of f(t), at t =x, is sblmmable IN, Pnl.

Hence Theorem D is a generalization of Theorem B. Also, M.Izumi and
S.Izumi have described in their paper [3] that Theorem D is a generalization
of Theorem A be￡ause the condition of convexity of {Pn} is dropped and the

condkion (5) implies the .condition (8). However, we show in our note, by
proving Theorem 1, that the condition (5) is equivalent to the condition (8>.

Thus the "poinV' in the result of Theorem D is the dropping of the condition
of the convexity of {P,t} from the hypotheses of Theorem A.

3. Theerems
Theorem 1. Let {P,t} be a sequence of Positive numbers. Then the condition
2,nd‑, Pkfe == O(pn)

is equivalent to the condition

tep‑nfeh=:O(Bn)'
Proof. First we assume that
iil.il, Plele =: o(pn).

Let M be any integer. By Abel's transformation, we have
P"tY...I,k};le='pvtt"/.Pfek pife,

= pn jYl.' (]I.ill..l P,' )(pi,o. ‑ pi,2 ) ' P" (IS., Pfefe ) pl,2

+ pn(ill.i]i Pfek ) pl,f

! fi + I2 + I3, say.

Clearly, we have
I2 == O(i) and I3 =O(1).

Next, we estimate
fi = pn IS,i(;.il‑‑, iil')(pi2‑ p2.,2)
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sp.,Mx..l,io(p,)Pk"ip(EISp"i,.ili,Pk>

;;E{ A pn iliiil.,,i p{$"ki.,

== AP" 1￡. .i (SI ‑ pi+i )

=‑ O(1).
Since an integer M is arbitrary, we have

hZoo‑n7it7i=O(‑fl;,)'
Conversely we assume that

,X..".‑o(t,)･
Using the formula [1]

Jl lt oo oo oo

￡ Zk"k= ]Z] (2k ‑ Zk+i) Z Ur + 2,n +i Z] ur ‑ 2n :EI] ur,

k==m+1 k==7n+2 rwk r==m+1 r=n+1

xNre have
‑iil5T･ 2.#, Pkfe ‑mu pin i,lllmu‑iPk2fe}k

oo oe

"=t, [:2 (Pk2 ‑Pk‑i2) ,Z.‑k r$. + Pi2 l#1 r$. + P"2.tA,+1 7itir]

‑tn.,(Ple2‑Pfe‑i2)tff,St+{'I#.,ht+Pn,.tA,.,±.
=‑ Ji ‑F J2 + f3, say･
It is clear that

12 = O(1) and f3 = O<1).
Also, we have

Ji==fifl;,te.,(Pk2‑P2k"i)tW.,ri.
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= illi. iE.2 Pk (Ph + Pk‑i) ,#.k riBr

;ssA pi. S.,Pfe

= O(1).
Collecting the above estimations, we have
ii,l;‑nd, Pkk =O(pn).

Thus, by Theorem 1, we see that Theorem Aand Theorem B are equiva‑
lent to each other. Also, we have the following theorem, which ls equivalent

to Theorem D.
Theorem 2. if the junction g(t) is of bounded variation over the interval
(O, x> and if the sequence {Pn} is non‑increasing and satitvies the condition

ill., Pkk =O(Pn> fbr all nli,
then the Fo"rier series of f(t), at t =x, is summablelN, Pnl.

4. Remarks
Using the results by O.P.Varshney [7] and T.Pati [5], H.P.Dil<shit [2]
has explained that Theorem 1 holds under the condition of boundedness of the
sequence {(n+1)Pn/Pn}, where {Pn} is a positive sequence.
O. P. Varshney [7] has proved the following theorem.
Theorem E. If g(t) EGBV(O, r,) and {Pn} is a Positive sequence sztch that

Pn‑ oo, as n‑ oo,

(i) ((n +pi,I Pnl ,i! By
and

(i'> trv.. (k+Z)pfe == O( pin )'
then the Fourier series of f(t), at t=:x, is summable IN, Pni.
H. P. Dil<shit [2] has obtained the following theorem.
Theorem F. 117C g(t)GBY(O, x), and {Pn} is a Positive sequence sztch that the
condition
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(i) ((n+ilPn].Bv
and

(ii> III.ij, ,P.le, == O(Pn)･
then the Fourier series of f<t), att :x, is summable IN) Pnl.

Thus, by Theorem 1, we see that Theorem E and Theorern F are equiva‑
lent to each other.
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